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Global Oils & Fats Business, a quarterly news magazine with a circulation

of 25,000 copies worldwide has been reporting on the oils and fats

industry since 2004 and continues to inform decision makers, regulators,

health professionals and those involved in the oils and fats business on key

issues widely discussed in the industry. 

The magazine covers developments in sustainability, nutrition, regional

markets, branding and technology. It presents key opportunities and

strategic challenges that exist in building a successful business globally in

new and developing markets. 

The Global Oils & Fats Business Magazine helps you to reach a worldwide

audience through a distribution network that reaches the six major

regions.

For details on advertising rates or to place an advertisement, please e-mail

Advertising Sales - razita@mpoc.org.my or call 603-78064097/ Fax 603-

78062272.

Download a copy of the GOFB at www.mpoc.org.my
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The use of ILUC factors could
weaken the credibility of EU

biofuels policy.
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Another blow to ILUC proposal 

The European Union (EU) proposal to introduce Indirect Land-

use Change (ILUC) into renewable energy policy has been

criticised by scientists, politicians and the business sector as

unscientific and unworkable. It has been suggested that ILUC

would amount to a discriminatory trade barrier against better-

value imports, such as palm oil from Malaysia.

A new academic report, released by the research consultancy

Copenhagen Economics, provides further evidence that the

proposal should not be adopted. The report comes only a few

weeks after EU member-states rejected a political compromise

on the new ILUC proposal. 

The analysis deals yet another blow to this defunct and

unworkable proposal. It is now time

for the

European Commission (EC) to listen to the established scientific

evidence and the views of experts, and discontinue its pursuit of

a discriminatory policy that is alienating Europe and pushing it

further towards isolationism. 

In the words of the researchers, ‘ILUC modelling is not a reliable

basis for important policy decisions’ and ‘the [EU’s] attempt to

regulate biofuels by imposing ILUC calculations is not supported

by solid scientific evidence or careful use of the range of available

methodologies’.

After conducting a detailed analysis on the robustness of ILUC,

experts at Copenhagen Economics conclude that ILUC

modelling involves ‘arbitrary decisions about a massive number

of parameters’; because of its subjective nature and inherent

uncertainty, ILUC uses a series of ‘extremely imprecise

methodologies’, rendering it unsuitable for regulatory use in

policy making.

Specifically, the authors find that the EC assigns palm-based

biofuel a very low ranking in comparison to other oil crop-based

biofuels: this is clear evidence of the trade protectionism that lies

behind the ILUC proposal. In reality, this is a concerted effort to

block palm oil from the European market in favour of

uncompetitive domestic oilseeds. The study again highlights the

EU’s intent in hand-picking biofuels that it regards as

‘sustainable’, while discriminating against palm-based biofuel.
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The researchers also highlight analytical problems with the EC’s

proposal, particularly its failure to recognise national land

conservation efforts and the use of historic patterns to

determine future outcomes. For instance, it does not recognise

land conservation efforts in Malaysia despite these being ‘some

of the most advanced in the developing world’, or the fact that

‘the … government has pledged to maintain forest at a

minimum of 50% of the … land mass’. These omissions negate

Malaysia’s important efforts towards responsible oil palm

cultivation, and the industry’s conservation

commitments.

The UN agency responsible for

monitoring global forest resources recorded Malaysia’s

total forest area at over 20 million ha in its latest Global

Forest Resource Assessment. This equates to 62% of

Malaysia’s total land area. Unfortunately, this is ignored in the

EU’s anti-palm oil rhetoric as is Malaysia’s designation of more

than 5 million ha of forests as formally protected areas. The

reality is that while Malaysia maintains vast forest resources,

most European countries only possess very few, if any, forests;

data shows that the UK, Germany and Spain have no recorded

primary forests. 

In the first half of this year, the Greek government will take

control of the presidency of the EU. If it is to be successful with

regard to biofuels policy, it must review what the science on

ILUC is saying and acknowledge the fact that the credibility of

the EU biofuels policy is being severely undermined by the

pursuit of a regulatory framework that cannot be accurately

modelled or calculated.

The EU can still build a strong renewable energy policy, and

advanced, responsibly-produced palm-based biofuel can help

with this goal. However, ILUC guesstimates based on biased and

partial assessments must be rejected before it can move

forward to a sensible and open biofuels policy.

Dr Yusof Basiron

www.ceopalmoil.com
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This year, the European Union

(EU) will undergo dramatic changes

in leadership. In May, 28 member-states

will go to the polls to elect Members of the

European Parliament (MEPs). It is expected that

about half of them could be new representatives.

The EU’s executive arm, the European Commission (EC), is

also preparing for change. Later this year, each EU member-

state will nominate a Commissioner. The newly-constituted

EC will, among other tasks, prepare legislation and control key

policy areas, such as trade and competition.

These changes could potentially have a profound impact on

the palm oil industry in particular and the vegetable oils

industry generally, and on palm oil producing countries such

as Malaysia. The immediate impact on palm oil is likely to

be focused on three areas – trade, food and biofuels.

Trade

The EU has been negotiating a bilateral free trade

agreement (FTA) with Malaysia. Although the
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process appears to have stalled in recent months, the talks

may be reprised later in the year.  

The Malaysian palm oil industry counts the EU as one of its

biggest markets. A clear threat for jobs and revenue is that

European lawmakers may attempt to introduce more

burdensome regulations and requirements, including demands

on ‘sustainability’and other environmental factors. The

European Parliament has already passed a resolution that

levels allegations against the palm oil industry on

environmental issues – this can be seen as a statement of

intent by MEPs. 

Such sustainability requirements within the FTA would

ignore the enormous benefits that the crop brings to

Malaysia through jobs, livelihoods and poverty reduction.

This, in turn, will affect small farmers and their families and

may rural communities. It will therefore be necessary for the

industry to guard against the new burdens being considered

by the EU.

Food

A further issue for vegetable oil producers will centre around

EU regulations on food, in line with region-wide concerns on

nutrition and health. A number of initiatives will be undertaken

both before and after the elections in May. 

The EC is expected to release a report looking at trans fats in

the EU. European attitudes have so far not been as far-reaching

as in the US where government agencies have called for zero

trans fats in the diet and for steps to phase out these altogether. 

The EU is currently accepting of trans fats content up to

around 2%. It remains to be seen if the EC’s planned

document will show greater ambition and aim to remove

trans fats altogether from the diet. Palm oil is naturally free of

trans fats, and will serve as a healthy alternative to

hydrogenated oils.
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However, the biggest move in food policy is likely to come at

the end of the year. On Dec 13, the EU’s new Food

Information to Consumers Regulation will come into force.

This sets uniform rules for food packaging, labelling and

information across the 28 member-states. It will transform the

way in which food is presented to consumers across Europe. 

One of the biggest changes affects the

vegetable oil sector : the term

‘vegetable oil’ will no longer

appear on its own on food

packaging. Instead, the

specific origin will need to

be stated – for example,

‘palm oil’ or ‘rapeseed oil’.

In the case of blended

products, a list of the

constituent origin oils has

to be provided. 

It is likely that such labelling will be

phased in throughout the year. Other

new requirements include minimum font

sizes for text on labels; new requirements on allergen

labelling; and origin labelling for some meat products.

Biofuels

The EC’s flagship revision of the EU Renewable Energy

Directive (RED) was planned to be completed and agreed last

year ; in fact, it has been sidelined. Neither the European

Parliament nor the 28 EU Ministers could agree on a strong

coordinated position, and French MEP Corinne Lepage, the

EU’s ‘rapporteur’ for the exercise, was even denied a

negotiating mandate. 

She had put forward a number of discriminatory proposals in

the revision of RED. The first was to introduce Indirect Land-

use Change (ILUC) into the EU’s renewable energy policy.

ILUC has been dismissed as unscientific and unreliable by a

host of academic and industry organisations, and the majority

of MEPs also rejected the idea. 

Lepage also proposed a de facto ban

on any advanced biofuel or

biomass products produced

from palm oil, which could

create a major trade

barrier and close down

the EU market for

potential future and hi-

tech products from

Malaysia’s palm oil

producers. 

The revision of RED is not

proceeding as planned. Lepage

is unlikely to return to the

European Parliament after the election.

However, the European industry is lobbying to

bring the proposal back for debate and negotiation. If this

happens, there may again be areas of concern for palm oil

producers. 

The EU is a big market for palm oil products, and the

legislation and resolutions likely to emerge on trade, food and

biofuels will have resonance far beyond Brussels, in particular

in Southeast Asia.

MPOC
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Markets

The Malaysian palm oil industry

registered growth on several fronts

during the year, even in the face of

sustained challenges. Total oil palm

planted area stood at 5.23 million ha, up

by 3% (Table 1). CPO production went

up by 0.43 million tonnes (2.29%) to

19.22 million tonnes. This was attributed

to higher fresh fruit bunch yield and

additional mature areas, especially in

Sarawak. Crude palm kernel oil

production rose from 2.16 million tonnes

to 2.27 million tonnes.
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With a larger volume of exports, closing

stocks dipped to 1.99 million tonnes, or

24.37% lower than in 2012. Palm kernel

oil closing stocks were recorded at 0.34

million tonnes compared to 0.37 million

tonnes previously, reflecting a drop of

8.12%.

Export demand for palm oil and derived

products was 4.52% higher (Table 2).

Palm oil exports accounted for 18.15

million tonnes, compared to 17.58 million

tonnes the previous year, or an increase

of 0.57 million tonnes. This was due to

higher demand from China, Bangladesh,

the EU, Iran and Pakistan. The impending

increase in Europe’s biofuels mandate

also contributed to this.

Oleochemical exports increased to 2.73

million tonnes or by 4.83%. Bio-diesel

exports grew by 146,049 tonnes

(503.91%) to stand at 175,032 tonnes.

However, other palm products

experienced a decline from 465,686

tonnes to 447,568 tonnes.

Malaysian palm oil exports grew by

3.25% over the comparative period. Five

destinations accounted for 11.35 million

tonnes or 62.65% of the 18.15 million

tonnes exported.

China added 5.71% to its intake and

retained its position as the single

largest impor ter, with 3.71 million

tonnes. This also represented 20.47% of

Malaysian palm oil exports. Despite

anti-palm oil campaigns in Europe,

Malaysian exports remained in positive

territory with 2.34 million tonnes, an

increase of 4.94%. 

India’s imports fell by 11.91% to 2.33

million tonnes as a result of

competition and removal of the duty-

free quota for CPO. Pakistan and

Bangladesh raised their imports by

6.85% and 61.61% respectively, due

mainly to government-to-government

agreements and an aggressive

marketing campaign by MPOC. In

Bangladesh, an additional factor was

the price-competitiveness of palm oil

over other vegetable oils.

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE •VOL.11 ISSUE 1, 2014
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There was no respite for palm oil in

terms of price, though, as it moved

down in tandem with the generally

bearish sentiments on oils and fats for

most of the year. The price of palm oil

fell as low as RM2,100 per tonne

before recovering in the four th

quar ter, and then strengthening to

above RM2,600 per tonne in

November.

Annual average local delivered CPO

price dropped to RM2,371 against

RM2,764 in 2012, a fall of RM393

(14.22%) per tonne. This was primarily

due to the high stock level in Malaysia

in Januar y, at 2.6 million tonnes.

Higher production of competing oils,

such as soybean by both Argentina

and Brazil, took a toll on palm oil

prices as well.

The average export price of RBD palm

oil, RBD palm olein, RBD palm stearin

and Palm Fatty Acid Distillates

decreased respectively to US$791 (-

17.34%), US$805 (-16.15%), US$723 (-

19.67%) and US$600 (-26.20%) per

tonne. 

Export earnings from all palm oil

products fell by RM10.08 billion

(14.12%) to RM61.36 billion (Table 5).

Revenue dropped by 14.59% and

16.85% from the sale of palm oil and

palm kernel oil respectively. However,

palm kernel cake and bio-diesel chalked

up higher revenue by 24.49% and

410.57% respectively. 

13GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE •VOL.11 ISSUE 1, 2014
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Global oils and fats production

Global production of oils and fats was estimated at 189.7 million

tonnes for the year (Figure 2). Of this, palm oil and palm kernel

oil jointly accounted for 62.33 million tonnes (33%); soybean oil

for 42.82 million tonnes (23%); and rapeseed oil for 25.1. million

tonnes (13%).

Of the 74.81 million tonnes of oils and fats traded worldwide,

palm oil and palm kernel oil represented 62% (Figure 3).

Malaysia exported 18.15 million tonnes of palm

oil, representing 41.85% of the global volume

for this product and 24.26% of the oils

and fats traded (Figure 4).

MPOC
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Markets

India had a great monsoon season last

year. In fact the rains in the soybean belt

were too good and led to some crop

losses. Overall, however, crops thrived.

The rapeseed and mustard seed crops to

be harvested shortly are doing well. Yet,

India is heavily dependent on vegetable

oil imports and domestic production is

not of much consequence (Table 1). 

The Indian government continued its

total indifference to the fortunes of the

refining industry. The export tax structure

of Malaysia and Indonesia has made life

extremely difficult for Indian refiners.

Recently the Indian government raised

the import duty on RBD palm olein but

even that is not going to be enough to

rescue the hapless refiners. Over the last

12 months, palm oil has become less

competitive against its soft oil rivals, even

in India (Table 2).

Global scenario

Palm oil: The Low Cycle that

commenced in February 2013 has

turned out to be much more severe than

anticipated. It may end only in May this

27576 India and Beyond_2:Layout 1  5/12/14  1:12 PM  Page 15
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year and we could enter a new High

Cycle in June. However, all this has been

rudely interrupted by the current dry

spell. If it is prolonged or an El Nino

develops later this year, all forecasts of

CPO production and price will have to

be revised.

On the premise that there will be

normal rains for the rest of this year, I

estimate Malaysia will produce

between 19.5 and 19.7 million tonnes

of CPO. Indonesia produced 28 million

tonnes of CPO in 2012. My estimate is

that Indonesian production last year

was less than in 2012 by half a million

tonnes. From that base of 27.5 million

tonnes, I forecast this year’s production

to expand by only 3 million tonnes to

30.5 million tonnes. Most of the growth

will come in the last quarter. Again, this

may turn out to be an optimistic figure

if the dry weather does not end very

soon. 

Thailand is suffering a drought. Central

America will see very little growth too.

Overall, for the Oil Year October 2013 to

September 2014, world palm oil

production will grow by 3 million tonnes

or less.

Rapeseed oil: The canola crop in

Canada has been very good but logistics

are a problem. No solution is in sight in

the near future, as agricultural products

compete with crude oil for rail

transport. The Ukraine will continue to

expand rapeseed cultivation. India’s crop

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE •VOL.11 ISSUE 1, 2014
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is in excess of 7.4 million tonnes this

year. If weather conditions are normal,

Europe should also have a good

rapeseed crop.

China has done absolutely nothing about

its large stocks exceeding 4 million

tonnes of old rapeseed oil. At some stage

this will have to be given for re-

processing or for conversion to bio-

diesel. This year, as prices rise, the Chinese

are unlikely to bite the bullet because

they will be hoping for prices to rise so

high as to give them an easy exit. With

each passing day, the cost of this exit is

getting dearer.

Sunflower oil: There were good crops

in the Ukraine, Russia and in Europe last

year. Demand for sunflower oil has been

excellent and there has been no need

for producers to sell it at a discount to

soybean oil. The current

weakening of the Ukrainian

currency will keep

sunflower oil competitive. 

In the Oil Year 2013-14, there

will be an increase of about

1.6 million tonnes of

sunflower oil. This year,

attention must be

paid to weather and

rainfall in the crop

belts in Russia and the

Ukraine, which are

becoming prone to

dry weather every

alternate year. 

Cottonseed oil and groundnut oil:

Production of cottonseed oil will be

lower, but that of groundnut oil will grow,

mainly on account of India

Soybean oil: The price behaviour of

soybean and soybean meal early this year

has been a big surprise. Clearly Chinese

crushers have preferred the security of

timely arrival of US beans rather than the

delays and demurrage associated with

Brazilian beans. Even more interesting has

been the attitude of Argentine farmers.

Over the last 12 months,

soybean oil has shed its

premium over palm

olein and finally moved

to a small discount on an

FOB price level. Prices

have also been saved from

further erosion by the

demand for

soybean bio-

diesel.

The reserved selling by Argentine

farmers will be a feature of 2014. We

cannot blame them. As a result, these

farmers have converted soybean into a

currency. One could say that world

demand for soybean stems from edible

use and from currency use. It is likely that

we will end the Crop Year 2013-14 with

record stocks of beans, but this will exert

very little pressure on price because they

will not be available to the market.

Pressure will only come when this year’s

US crop is made, probably by the end of

August. 

Among the new factors to watch is the

enhancement of the bio-diesel mandate

in Brazil and, to a lesser extent, in

Argentina. The extension of the Blenders’

Credit in the US is also said to be likely

later this year, with retrospective effect to

Jan 1, 2014. Once this happens, soybean

oil will begin to rebuild its premium over

palm olein. 

Lauric oils: Due to Typhoon Haiyan in

the Philippines, the supply of coconut oil

will drop. Exports will fall by a smaller

volume because the Philippines will

17GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE •VOL.11 ISSUE 1, 2014
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import more palm oil and release

expensive coconut oil for export. The

production of palm kernel oil will expand

in line with that of palm oil.

Supply and demand

I estimate world food demand to

expand by 3.5 million tonnes, mainly as a

result of better growth prospects. The

Indonesian bio-diesel mandate can take

up to 3.1 million tonnes of additional

palm oil. I estimate that in the Oil Year

2013-14, Indonesia will only consume an

extra 1 million tonnes of palm bio-

diesel. It will take time to sort out

various teething problems. In 2014-15

Indonesia will consume another extra 1

million tonnes. 

American and European consumption of

bio-diesel will remain more or less

unchanged. Malaysia will consume and

export more. I expect mandates in Brazil

and Argentina to be expanded, and also

in several smaller countries.

Growth will also come from

‘discretionary blending’ at the margins.

Demand for this in places like Africa and

even China can be as high as 200,000

tonnes per month – but most of it will be

opportunistic and will depend on the

price of fossil diesel. There is no concrete

formula to calculate this demand because

viability depends on various local factors,

such as tariffs. 

Unless vegetable oil prices rise too

quickly or mineral oil prices fall too low,

world bio-diesel demand will grow by at

least 3 million tonnes in the Oil Year

2013-14. Hence, total demand will

expand by about 6.5 million tonnes. Last

year, Incremental Supply was

outstripped by Incremental Demand

(Table 5). There was rapid depletion of

palm oil stocks – between Indonesia and

Malaysia, stocks were reduced by over

2.5 million tonnes.

For 2013-14, Incremental Supply and

Demand will be broadly in balance.

However this will only be achieved

between July and September, when palm

oil production recovers. Until July, world

vegetable oil stocks in general, and palm

oil stocks in particular, will remain very

tight.  

Price outlook

I am making the assumption that Brent

crude will trade during the year in a band

between US$100 and $110 per barrel,

and that the US dollar will remain

relatively stable. Given the current dry

weather and the possibility of an El Nino

developing, I shall give a forecast under El

Nino conditions and another under more

normal conditions.

Palm oil: Production is under-

performing and stocks are tight. A lot of

bio-diesel business was locked in while

spreads were workable. Therefore the

job of the market until June is to push

demand away from palm oil. It does not

need to buy demand through price

discounts. 

I believe CPO futures on the BMD

need to quickly scale up to RM3,000 so

as to control demand and to enable

stocks in Malaysia and Indonesia to be

maintained at a workable level. Prices

should not rise beyond RM3,000 unless

climatic conditions change for the

worse. However, if rains come as

normal and the High Cycle kicks in from

July, prices could trade between

RM2,900 and RM2,600 from July to

October. 

In the event that an El Nino develops, I

believe CPO futures will cling to

RM3,000 beyond June. Production is

likely to be affected from late this year

and we may be looking at RM3,500. All

discretionary bio-diesel demand will be

killed. Indonesia will find it very difficult to

implement its mandate. Bio-diesel

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE •VOL.11 ISSUE 1, 201418
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producers who have committed large

volumes at the current price formula may

find themselves in a very difficult

situation. 

There is a new dynamic in the palm oil

market. There is going to be a big

expansion of bio-diesel capacity in

Indonesia in the near future. This will

require bio-diesel producers to lock in

palm oil prices at least one year in

advance. Almost all of them will be

plantation linked. 

Hence the availability of freely tradable

palm oil will be somewhat restricted. It

will also require much larger stocks to be

maintained. Therefore, stocks will need to

be much larger before they begin to

exert any pressure on prices. For these

reasons I believe the Indonesian mandate

is truly a game-changer and will keep

palm oil prices relatively high for a long

time.     

There is a small likelihood of production

surpassing expectation if rainfall is better

than normal. If prices of Brent fall and

production of world oilseeds is as

expected, palm oil prices could fall below

RM2,400 for the rest of 2013-14, but that

possibility is no more than 30%.

Soybean oil: Oil share has been

depressed as a result of the buoyant

demand for meal. I believe oil share is due

for an improvement. I expect soybean oil

futures to climb gradually to US$0.47 and

for flat prices to trade between

US$1,000 and US$1,050 by October. If

an El Nino develops, prices will need to

go higher, possibly toward US$1,200-

1,300. If this happens, soybean oil will lose

a lot of bio-diesel demand.

Sunflower oil: I expect this to

command a premium over soybean oil

from now onwards. The premium could

be between US$30 and US$100 until

August this year. After that it will

depend on new crops in Russia and the

Ukraine.

Rapeseed oil: This will remain level with

soybean oil until the new crop in Europe

is in.

Coconut oil and palm kernel oil:

CPKO is enjoying the expectation that so

much new oleochemical capacity is

coming on stream that there will not be

enough to go around. Again there is very

little freely tradable CPKO because most

new oleochemicals are plantation linked.

Producers have become consumers. This

is an unusual phenomenon that always

leads to margin destruction and ultimate

idle capacity. 

I believe new oleochemical capacity will

lead to the shutting down of some old

capacity and some new capacity may run

only partially. The market for

oleochemicals is not going to expand

exponentially. Therefore I believe coconut

oil prices at current levels will be

sustained due to lower production, but

CPKO price will need to move lower

after July and narrow the premium over

palm oil. 

Castor oil: The most bullish outlook

belongs to India, which had a smaller crop

and a lower carry-over. Demand for

castor oil is virtually inelastic. After many

years of poverty and exploitation (which

is why production is declining), Indian

castor seed farmers will see

remunerative prices.

Dorab E Mistry

Director, GODREJ International Ltd

This is an edited version of the paper delivered at POC

2014 on March 5 in Kuala Lumpur.
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Sustainability

The International Institute for

Sustainable Development

(IISD) has released a report

that attempts to survey voluntary

sustainability standards for various

commodities. The ‘State of Sustainability

2014’ is the second report released by

IISD and its partners. It explores three

areas that are important to oil palm

growers:

• Demands for sustainability standards

for commodities that are primarily

imposed by Western retailers and

manufacturers;

• Increased demands from Western

markets that place an additional cost

burden on producers, but which are

not offset by a price premium; and

• Markets for sustainable products that

favour Western markets with an over-

supply of sustainable production unless

they are prompted by regulator y

instruments.

The report does not mention that state-

sponsored or state-backed schemes can

provide a viable level of assurance for

customers looking for sustainability

assurances. There is also a level of

ambivalence toward the social and

economic outcomes of certification

schemes.

The demand for voluntary sustainability

standards primarily comes from Western

markets. This has always been the case.

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)

certification is one of the oldest

standards. Its coverage is dominated by

developing-country export markets. Yet

the system was developed in response

to the failure to achieve international

consensus on forestry through the

United Nations. 

Its initial founders were Western NGOs

such as WWF and Greenpeace. They are

not forest owners and timber processors

in developing countries. 
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Their campaigns

to generate demand for FSC have

provided a template for schemes such as

the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil

(RSPO). 

RSPO has followed a similar pattern. Its

origins are Europe, not the villages of

Borneo. It is arguable that this initial focus

remains in place – is the instinct then to

prioritise the Swiss retailer ahead of the

Bornean villager?

In both cases, demand for certified

products had to be prompted by NGO

lobbying in consumer markets, and with

the threat of campaigns against

producer-companies. Greenpeace moves

against companies like Nestle and

Wilmar are prime examples.

But

demand for

c e r t i f i e d

products at the

consumer level is low – a

recent UK poll showed that only 3%

of consumers could identify the RSPO.

As such, generating demand for certified

products has relied on pressure tactics.

This has been done through company-

wide procurement policies rather than

competition in the marketplace.

This approach stands in stark contrast to

the development of systems such as

Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO)

and Malaysian Timber Certification

System (MTCS). Both were started by

the Malaysian government. 

The MTCS falls under the banner of the

Programme for the Endorsement of

Forest Certification (PEFC), a global

system for timber. This has provided

purchasers and producers with a

credible alternative to FSC while

providing

similar or equivalent

environmental outcomes. The

MSPO, meanwhile, is set to be launched

this year.

Price premiums

Insufficient impetus for certified products

is partly due to the lack of price

premiums in consumer markets and for

producers. This has been well-

documented in a number of studies with

analyses along the supply chain.  

For consumers, the willingness to pay

(WTP) is often the measure for products

labelled with sustainability or with eco-

labels.  However, many of the studies that

are often cited for WTP are based on

contingent valuation. This is a method

where consumers are asked via surveys

or other means whether they would pay

for labelled consumer goods.

This is obviously flawed. The key

determinant is whether there is a

premium in the marketplace that can be

charged. The UN Economic Commission

for Europe refers to this as ‘as an
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indication of the interest in the

information, not an indication of the

actual price premium to be pocketed by

sellers’.

The research on demand for certified

sustainable palm oil (CSPO) is generally

lacking. The numbers speak for

themselves – half of the world's current

output of CSPO has not been

purchased. There is no question that

certification is expensive. There are

varying estimates of costs across

commodity groups (Table 1). 

There are four major cost groups:

1. Preparation costs: the cost of training,

changes in management practices and

other elements to prepare the business

for certification;

2. Certification costs: the actual cost of

certification and auditing, which mainly

comprises payments to auditors;

3. Indirect costs: the costs associated with

restrictions placed on business activity,

such as a smaller harvesting area, or

prohibitions on outsourcing labour;

and

4. Traceability or Chain-of-

Custody costs: the additional

cost of being able to

'prove' throughout the

entire supply chain

that the product is

cer tified as

sustainable.

Estimates vary depending on the nature

and size of the operation. However, one

thing is certain: relative costs fall as

operations increase. Ultimately this

means that certification favours larger

operations, as they are able to absorb

the higher costs.

The impact of this on smallholders and

small producers has been reasonably

well documented. FSC certification by

large firms in Mexico effectively excluded

small forest farmers from US demands

for certified products.

WWF has conceded that the initiatives

it established and promoted have had a

detrimental impact on small producers

and businesses. This has been

particularly evident in the RSPO, which

has necessitated a mechanism for

suppor t for cer tification of

smallholders. 

The IISD report recognises this only

indirectly. It points out that

cer tification creates barriers to market

entry and states that this can be

resolved through group cer tification.

Yet the reality of this is not all that

straightforward.

Fur thermore, the repor t seems

comfor table with the idea that

sustainability initiatives are generally

marketed as a means to reducing

Sustainability
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poverty.  The fact is that, by imposing

higher costs on producers,

cer tification schemes often produce

the opposite result. But this story is

not often told.

The markets for certified products are

uneven. Palm oil is characterised by a

surplus of sustainable production. When

it was initiated, palm oil certification was

marketed to developing countries on the

basis that there would be a price

premium, and that there would be

demand in Western markets.  This was

bolstered by strong support for

certification by companies such a

Unilever.

Subsequently there was a relatively rapid

uptake of certification by producers,

coupled with ongoing campaign pressure

against palm oil producers in Malaysia

and Indonesia.

But the CSPO has simply not been

purchased, with about 48-50% of supply

remaining unsold.

State-backed certification schemes

State-backed certification schemes are

likely to provide a viable compromise for

purchasers and producers alike. The

proposed MSPO standard provides a

clear opportunity for Malaysian

producers for three reasons.

1. Its aim is sustainable outcomes in

producer markets rather than to

satisfy the demands of customers.

Unlike the RSPO, which has a Western

impetus, the MSPO is 

a imed at generating 

environmental, social and

economic benefits for 

Malaysian growers that will

have a direct impact on 

domestic livelihoods.

It has a parallel in the 

development of the 

MTCS which is 

backed by industry 

and the government;

falls under the 

international PEFC 

banner; and is recognised 

worldwide as a credible standard

for purchase of timber products. The

clear benefit of a state-suppor ted

system is that it can be aligned with

domestic development goals, rather

than with the goals of satisfying NGOs

or customers alone.

2. It provides a credible alternative to

the RSPO and the lopsidedness of

the organisation. Threats have been

made by producer groups and

countr ies to withdraw from the

RSPO, and some have gone through

with it. Until now, there has been no

alternative for these producers to

give assurance of sustainability – and

in particular, economic outcomes.  

3. Customers do want

an assurance that what they are

purchasing helps people, as well as

the environment. The IISD report

appears not to have addressed this

because, ultimately,  most certification

systems are unable to address the

question honestly.  

The lack of demand for CSPO is a clear

indicator of how dire the situation is. It is

an indicator of how CSPO – as it is

currently conceived and controlled – is

harming producers and livelihoods. The

efforts toward sustainability are simply

not being rewarded. 

A well implemented MSPO could

ultimately mean that a surplus will be

irrelevant; it will be a low-cost scheme

that assures producers – as well as

consumers – that they are doing the

right thing by people and by the

environment.

MPOC
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The Indian Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has approved an industry

proposal to increase the import duty on refined edible oils of vegetable origin from

7.5% currently to 10%. 

A statement issued on Jan 9 explained that this is to “maintain a reasonable

differential between import duty on crude and refined vegetable oils to protect the

domestic refining industry and domestic farmers”. 

The increase affects only RBD palm olein and will have little impact on imports

from Malaysia, as these mainly comprise crude products. 

Sources: Press Information Bureau of India, MPOC

Workers from Bangladesh are now available for key Malaysia sectors

– including plantations – in the peninsula, under a government-to-

government (G2G) arrangement. The employment of such workers

by Malaysian plantations is not new. It is thought that the first batch

was recruited in the early 1990s by IOI Corp. Applications have since

been submitted by many companies. 

The G2G method bypasses the current private broker network,

hopefully eliminating purportedly unfair broker fees paid by the workers – this has been a worry to campaigners

against forced labour. However, hirers note that the G2G method isn't exactly a cheap process. Bangladesh is a

possible diversification from the Indonesian worker base, on which Malaysia has been reliant. 

Plantations have put in the numbers sought; for now, the larger ones seem to be applying for 300-500 workers. Some

have had the first 40-50 workers approved, and early applicants may have approval for some 300 workers each.

Based on interviews with six companies last December, three questions arise:

• Does the levy go to the Ministry of Primary Industries and Commodities?

• Will the G2G arrangement be extended to Sabah?

• How will the approval process be accelerated and streamlined, including allowing two or more simultaneous 

applications?

Bangladeshi workers for Malaysian plantations

MARKET UPDATE

India hikes up import duty on refined vegetable oils
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Demand for edible oils in South Asia is driven by growing young populations, urbanisation and middle-class

expansion. A widening gap between domestic demand and supply necessitates additional imports. Palm oil dominates

imports, meeting the needs of a price-conscious

region. We review here the key markets of India,

Pakistan and Bangladesh which import over 11

million tonnes of palm oil each year.

India

Economictimes.com describes India’s demand for

palm oil as ‘fantastic… (India is a) palm oil- or its

refined version, palm olein-dependent nation’ (May

6, 2010). 

‘Indians love their food when it is deep fried in oil, be

it their favourite samosa, vada, jalebi or gulabjamun.

But the source of this oil is seldom known.

Probability is more than half that these are being

fried in imported oils (which) has contributed to

widening the current account deficit.’ (Jan 17, 2013)  

‘43% of current Indian population consume palm oil

in their home (Basu, British Medical Journal 2013). 

‘India has emerged as one of the largest importers

of vegetable oils in recent times. The country

imports about 60% of its vegetable oil needs of 18

million tonnes. Palm oil makes up nearly 80% of that.

In 2011-12 the country imported in excess of 10

million tonnes of vegetable oil ... This has left policy makers concerned,’ the Malaysian Palm Oil Council noted in its

Fortune magazine in March 2013. 

As per capita consumption rises, more demand is expected. Increase in disposable income will likely drive total

demand to 20.6-22 million tonnes by 2016, if per capita use rises to 15.5-16.5kg. New Delhi has tried to encourage

domestic oilseed production, partly by guaranteeing minimum prices to farmers, but has had limited success. 

Oilseeds output has not kept pace, so import dependence has increased from 3% to 50% over 20 years (Fortune,

March 2013). The middle-income group is expected to grow from 50 million to to 583 million (2011-2025). Of the

income spent on food items, 7% was on oils and fats. India’s consumer market, currently ranked 12th, is expected to

rise to the top five by 2025 alongside the US, Japan, China and the UK (Fortune, October 2012).

Palm oil is the most consumed oil in India, with a share of 37%, up from just 9% (1995-2011); increasing from 700,000

tonnes to almost 7 million tonnes. Despite its market dominance, palm oil is still consumed as a commodity and

marketed mostly in loose form. The northern regions of India prefer solid fats, either ghee or vanaspati. Palm oil is

Palm oil scenario in South Asia

South Asia: Oils and Fats with Palm  Oil

Indicators, 2012

India: pop 1,258 million; consumption of oils &

fats 18.9 mill tonnes (47:53 domestic vs imports);

15 kg/head; imports 10.4 mill tonnes with PO 7.8

mill tonnes (75%); Indonesia PO market share 68%

Pakistan: pop 180 million; consumption of oils &

fats 3.9 million tonnes (44:56 domestic vs

imports); 21.6 kg/head; imports 2.2 mill with PO

2.0 mill tonnes (91%); Indonesia PO 35% market

share

Bangladesh: pop 152 million; consumption of oils

& fats 1.8 mill tonnes (14:86 domestic vs imports);

11.5kg/head; imports 1.4 mill with PO 1.0 million

tonnes (71%); Indonesia PO 75% market share

Total for 3 countries: 

Pop 1,590 million;

PO imports 10.8 million tonnes

Data: Oil World projections
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mostly consumed in the southern region, with a 70% share of total vegetable oils and fats. In other regions, palm oil’s

share is 30-40% (Fortune, November 2012).

Indian palm oil refiners have faced worsening margins and have pressed for the reinstatement of import duties. 

‘What would be the likely outcome if a scenario of 10% import duty on CPO and 20% import duty on RBD oil

were imposed? Based on past experience, this would not have any significant impact on the domestic production of

oilseeds,’ according to Fortune magazine, (March 2013). India has long been concerned about its rising edible oils

import bill. 

Attracted by higher oil yields for palm oil versus its traditional oilseed crops, India initiated an oil palm contract

farming programme in 1991-92. The Oil Palm Development Programme identified 800,000 ha in a sub-tropical zone,

notably in parts of coastal Andhra Pradesh and in Karnataka (Fortune, June 2009). Newer estimates even place it at

2 million ha (Directorate of Oil Palm Research, cited in

Economictimes.com, Jan 17, 2013). 

Economictimes.com (May 6, 2010) describes the current business model

in some detail. ‘Surveys showed India could potentially grow oil palm on

1 million ha and get 3.5 million tonnes oil – enough to halve annual

palm oil imports. Bureaucrats figured it was cheaper to finance farmers

for those first four years than shopping abroad. Energy security would

be a bonus … 

‘States demarcated areas where palm would be encouraged. Each

farmer that planted palms got a cash subsidy for three years. These areas were then parcelled to companies, who

got monopoly rights to buy all fruit at a government-fixed price (based on wholesale CPO rates), and process it in

their own local mill. In return, they supplied saplings and extension services.

‘If CPO sells for Rs 40 per kilo (US$889/tonne), an Andhra farmer with seven-year-old trees can make Rs 50,000/ha

net (US$1,111/ha). That beats profits from sugarcane and tobacco. He needs to worry only if palm oil falls below Rs

35/kg (US$778/tonne) …. 

‘Companies are equally excited. At the same CPO price, they buy one tonne of palm fruit for Rs

4,900/US$109 (according to the government formula), and spend Rs 1,500/US$33 on freight and processing.

The oil and meal they get is together worth Rs 7,500/US$167 or 15% gross margin. Those in edible oils

processing feel lucky if they have a 2% margin. That's why more than 30 companies are now nurturing palms

on 200,000 ha spread over seven states. It is India's largest contract farming programme. (Note: in early May

2010, US$1 = Rs 45)

‘Yet the business is flawed. Any model where the government shares cost, fixes location, and allocates profit has to

be … When political risk exceeds market risk, you are better off playing Farmville.’

Indeed, thehindu.com reported on Dec 16, 2013 that the Oil Palm Developers and Processors Association in

Andhra Pradesh (OPDPA) was upset over a change in the pricing formula which it said would make processing

unviable.
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‘The government has yielded to the farmers’ lobby and hiked the price by Rs 609/US$9.82 per tonne but failed to

factor in the Rs 440/US$7 (field) lifting cost borne by processors … the Commissioner for Agriculture Costs and

Prices has fixed the cost ratio between farmers and processors at 75.25:24.75. The poll driven government is in a

hurry to please the farmers but the processors are marginalised,’ the OPDPA said.

Pakistan and Bangladesh

Pakistan and even more so Bangladesh are also in edible oils and fats deficit situations.

The latter can only produce about 14% of its needs. Pakistan has a higher per capita

consumption rate than India and is more reliant on palm oil (50% of total needs) and

buys more from Malaysia as a top five buyer, given the 10-15% margin of preference

Malaysian palm oil enjoys via the 2008 Free Trade Agreement. Malaysia-Pakistan joint-

venture efforts have also helped position palm oil and Malaysian imports with a bulking

installation, refinery and liquid cargo terminal at Port Qasim.

‘Similar to its neighbouring countries, Pakistan is also a price-sensitive market …

Indonesian palm oil is mostly sold at a discount to Malaysian palm oil – and this competition will become stiffer with

the implementation of the Pakistan-Indonesia preferential trade agreement (Sept 1, 2013).’ (Fortune, December 2012)

Palm and soybean oils are the top two consumed for India and Bangladesh. Butter fat and rapeseed oil come next

in India (which has a more diverse range of oils and fats consumed in larger quantities); rapeseed oil is distant third

for Bangladesh. Pakistan’s consumption is heavily skewed toward palm oil, followed by butter fat and cotton oil. 

Palm oil leads in Bangladesh with an import volume of 1 million tonnes, likely to reach 1.4 million tonnes by 2017.

In 2012, the import of refined palm oil and CPO was in the ratio of 60:40. The higher import of refined products

served Malaysia exporters well (Fortune, August 2012). In the early 2000s, Bangladesh buyers ‘started to shift their

source to Singapore-based trading houses who mainly offered Indonesia palm oil with lucrative terms and conditions

with competitive pricing’, while Malaysian vendors were lacking an active presence (Fortune, July 2013).

India domestic palm oil production 

Total cultivation area: 150,000 ha; Andhra Pradesh has 70% of domestic oil palm cultivation, on 110,000 ha

Total production of FFB: 800,000 tonnes per annum (5.3 FFB/ha by total area; no maturity info) worth Rs

800 crore (Rs 8 billion/US$129 million)

Ruchi Soya: Merged Mac Oil Palm Ltd and Palm Tech India Ltd into Ruchi Soya Industries Ltd. It is the leading

oil palm processor with 0.52 million tonnes annual capacity and access to over 200,000 ha of potential oil palm

area in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Mizoram, Gujarat, Odisha, Tamil Nadu and Chattisgarh.

Godrej Agrovet: Largest producer of palm oil. Over the years, it has developed 35,000 ha of oil palm in Andhra

Pradesh, Goa, Karnataka, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Orissa, Maharashtra, Chattisgarh and Mizoram.

Sources: Acreage and FFB output reported in thehindu.com, Dec 16, 2013; extracts from company websites accessed Dec 22, 2013
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Hydrogenation takes liquid oil, including soybean, to

make it solid; the process, however, leads to creation

of trans fats. In the 1980s, food industries

reformulated to avoid palm oil and key developed

markets were affected by trans fats. Mensink &

Katan (New England Journal of Medicine, 1990)

showed that margarines were not healthy, as trans

fats increase the risk of heart disease. 

Harvard Medical School work challenged

hydrogenated oils in the 1990s and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) concurred. Manufacturers then

reformulated to reduce trans fats. The FDA sought evidence for the promotion of palm oil on ‘no trans fats’ grounds.

Studies have shown that it is safer to consume saturated fats than trans fats (Sundram 2001 & others). US palm oil

use rose to exceed 1.2 million tonnes. The only reliable substitute was (and still is) palm oil. 

In November 2013, challenged by a legal suit, the FDA removed its ‘generally regarded as safe’ (GRAS) status for

trans fats. In a single serving food manufacturers were allowed 0.49 grams of trans fats (serving sizes were cut to

comply). Trans fats are now regarded as an additive and not an ingredient. Palm oil demand can rise modestly. Most

switching has already been done with 15% hydrogenated product left in edible soybean oil use (Reuters, Nov 8, 2013).

When will others move on trans fats?

US gets tough on trans fats

HEALTH UPDATE
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Shipping

It has been a long and bumpy road for the ship owners over the

last eight years. Some did not survive while others were forced

to merge or sell off most of their ships to survive. When a ship

owner goes bankrupt and ships are sold off, these do not go

away; they last for 25 years or more. 

Ships are often sold off by the banks or at auction for less than

cost price and this can be an opportunity for new owners to

start up or established ones to strengthen their fleet. The

problem for established owners is that they cannot get the

finance to buy as they are already struggling for survival.

Today, rates are improving. There is some hope of a couple of

years when owners can make some profits but these profits

have to cover the losses of the last few years and build up some

reserves for the next downturn.

The fleet is larger – and younger – than ever. The order book has

been growing at an alarming pace. These factors point to a short,

high market, followed by yet another slump from 2017. I hope I

am wrong!

Since the building boom in the mid-2000s which followed a high

market, there has been a steady increase in the IMO Class Fleet.

Prior to 2007, vegetable oils could be carried in Non-IMO ships

and so only those owners interested in carrying chemicals
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Shipping

bothered to get their ships classed as

IMO; indeed some chemicals could be

carried in Non-IMO ships.

All that changed on Jan 1, 2007 and

many will remember the scramble to

get the derogation for vegetable oils to

be carried in IMO 3 ships with special

technical requirements. After a while

the owners discovered that it did not

cost a lot more for these technical

adaptations to be included in the

building price of a ship costing over

US$30 million.

The result has been an increase in the

number of IMO class ships with many

never carrying chemicals or vegetable

oils. As the ships of 37,000 up to 55,000

tons deadweight (dwt) are almost all built

in the Far East, many ships that do carry

vegetable oils only ever carry them on

their maiden voyage, in order to position

the ships in the Atlantic Basin. The

majority never carry vegetable oils – but

they can!

Figure 1 shows the remarkable stability

in the fleet size carrying chemicals and

vegetable oils versus the steep growth in

those ships carrying Clean Petroleum

Products (CPP). Of course, should the

market levels for ships carrying

chemicals and vegetable oils increase

above those for CPP, these ships have

the ability to swing into the chemical

and vegetable oil trades to redress the

balance.

Over this period of stability in the fleet

carrying chemicals and vegetable oils,

many ships have been built specifically for

these products. The market has adjusted

itself by the simpler and older ships

moving out of chemical trades into the

CPP trade, with many going to Russia and

Nigeria where the coastal trades are

increasingly active.

Stainless steel tonnage

The preferred ship type for everything is

one with stainless steel tanks. These

ships used to be built in Europe – in
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Norway, the Netherlands and Belgium –

in the 1960s and later in Denmark,

Sweden and France. Odfjell built some

in Poland very successfully over the

years and later they were built in Spain

and Italy. 

In the 1990s Japan started to build and a

very successful basic design of 19,900

dwt ships was developed and built in

several yards. Some larger ships have

been built there as well as many smaller

ones. Recently there has been a spate of

new orders from these Japanese yards

and we believe there is capacity for more

for delivery in 2016 and 2017; even more

may be ordered for 2015.

China is now building in stainless steel.

There have been some teething troubles

but several are now on order, with

certainly more to come. 

Figure 2 shows the development in

number of ships above 19,000 dwt with

the swing away from Europe shown in

green, and the last one delivered in 2008.

The rise and subsequent drop off of

deliveries from Japan is evident from the

blue, while the red shows the Chinese

entering the market and current orders

giving some strength to their order book.

Should the current spate of ordering

continue, the number of stainless steel

ships delivered each year could exceed

20 in both 2016 and 2017, as well as in

2015.

Handy size and MR tankers

There are 1,265 ships with sizes ranging

from 37,000 dwt up to 53,000 dwt that

either exist or are on order, and which

will still be less than 20 years old by the

end of this year. These do not include

those built in the US, where different

rules apply and the ships only ever trade

in the US. 

Deliveries of these ships rose rapidly in

the mid-2000s but peaked in 2008 when

the market crashed. Hope was rekindled

in 2010 and more ships were ordered. It

takes 18-24 months to build these large

ships and this year looks to be the next

peak. There are several ships on order

that may be IMO class and thus join the

fleet from 2014 to 2017 which could well
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create another peak year this year or

next.

Of these 1,265 ships, 902 were built or

are on order from Korea. The rest are

shown in Figure 4, but new ships are only

on order from Korea, China, Japan,

Vietnam and Croatia.

It is mainly those that are built

in Korea that are interested in

the palm oil trade from the

Straits to Europe or the US.

Over 150 of these are due in

the next three years and yet

more are on order but not

yet confirmed to have IMO

class. 

This does not mean that there

will be cheap freight available. The costs

of loading a full cargo of palm oil, which

in most cases means more than one

port, are high. The Suez Canal Authority

has just announced a 2.5% increase in

the costs of transit and port costs are

rising everywhere. In addition there are

increasing operating costs for the ships

as well as the costs for heating and

cleaning the tanks.  

Weighed against loading CPP – where a

ship can load a full cargo in one port, sail

to the discharge port without heating the

cargo and discharge in one port, often

without any need for cleaning tanks –

palm oil needs a significant premium on

the freight to make the cargo

worthwhile.

Smaller ships

The chemical and vegetable oil fleet

trading internationally consists of 1,943

ships below 30,000 dwt, with a total of 21

million dwt. A further 129 ships with a

total of 1.7 million dwt are on order, with

more being ordered every week. 

Of the existing fleet, 856 ships with a

total of 10 million dwt have stainless steel

tanks – or almost half the fleet. Of the

ships below 30,000 dwt on order, over

half the ships, or 75, will have stainless

steel. These make up 1.15 million dwt,

which is two-thirds of the total.

Owners are less inclined to utilise

expensive stainless steel ships in the CPP

trade, so these new ships will all be aiming

to carry chemicals and vegetable oils. 

The smaller sizes of ship, especially those

up to about 10,000 dwt, tend to trade on

regional, but international, lanes such as

Southeast Asia to North East Asia and as

far west as India. Others trade within

Europe, some in North West Europe and

others in the Black Sea and Mediterranean

area; but many cover the whole range.

These smaller ships are versatile and can

change trading areas if market conditions

make that potentially profitable.

There are a number of operators with all

or most of their smaller ships in the

vegetable oil market. Some of

these are vegetable oil

producers or traders such as

ICOF (Musim Mas) and Golden

StenaWeco (Salim), as well as

Wilmar that has a fleet of all

sizes from 5,600 dwt to 84,000

dwt. Some Chinese operators

are very active in the palm oil

trade, especially to China, with

the leader being Dongguan

Fenghai Ocean. 

Many of the major worldwide

operators are carrying vegetable oils

and these are the ones that have the

experience and expertise to survive

and give good service. The top 12 of

these, as at January this year, are listed in

Table 1. It is interesting that these

operators – comprising 1.2% of the

total – control 13.5% of the tonnage,

including that not trading chemicals and

vegetable oils. 

The future

In reality, not much has changed. With

an upturn in the market seen, everyone

is jumping in to order ships. Many of the

operators do not have funding to do

this and the traditional banks providing
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the money are much more cautious

than before. New investment funds are

entering the owning market and

ordering ships against char ters to

existing operators and, in some cases,

against the hope that they will find

these charters. This has long been the

strategy adopted by Japanese owners,

many of whom built ships for charter to

strong, traditional operators who were

trusted.

The impetus for this ordering boom in

the larger ship sectors has been largely

driven by a combination of new

environmental regulations for emissions

from ship engines, especially in the US

and Europe, and high prices for bunkers.

New engine designs allow ships to use a

lot less fuel and to control the emissions,

whereas the old engines will need to

switch to using different, cleaner and

much more expensive fuels. 

Bunker prices have risen from below

US$200 per ton in early 2009 to around

US$600 per ton now and are expected

to hover around that level. The new

emissions regulations could put the cost

up a lot further. Slow steaming to save on

bunker consumption is an option but not

always accepted by cargo owners.

In the smaller ship sectors, much of the

drive for new orders is for stainless steel

ships that owners see as cheap because

of the drive by the shipyards to keep

running and to build market share. The

cheap prices will not last but they are

here today. One can order a new ship for

far less than the written down cost of the

older ships built at the peak from 2006 to

2008.

Ships have a life of 25 years and upwards,

so the depreciation is spread and the cost

of borrowing has probably never been

cheaper. What has been happening over

the last few years is that the daily earnings

on ships have been below the cost of

running the ships, leaving nothing for the

banks.

I think the old adage of ‘I can see the light

at the end of the tunnel, but it is the light

of an oncoming train’ should be borne in

mind. 

Charles Barton

Maritime Consultant
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The first edition of Edible Oil Processing appeared in 2000 and

was well received. Edited by W Hamm and Prof RJ Hamilton, it

contained 10 chapters from experienced specialists, including

three from de Smet Engineering. 

A welcome second edition has now appeared, with Dr G

Calliauw from de Smet as an additional author. It closely reflects

the many important changes that have occurred in the

intervening 14 years.

Prof FD Gunstone reviews the chemical and physical properties

of oils. An introductory table of world supplies since 2007 shows

the increasing dominance of palm, soybean and rapeseed oils in

the market. Some chemical changes during processing are of

current interest. High temperature deodorisation may give rise

to glycidol, a possible carcinogen, while mono chloropropane

diol (MCPD) is the result of epoxides reacting with traces of

chlorine. MCPD is of particular concern in palm oil.

The US Food and Drug Administration has made a

preliminary determination that partially hydrogenated

vegetable oils are not ‘GRAS’ (generally regarded as

safe). Trans fats are now strongly condemned on

nutritional grounds. Their GRAS status is under

review in the US. Analyses for stearadiene, formed

during refining from the natural sterols present, give

useful information about the conditions used.

The second chapter, by W Hamm, reviews the bulk

shipment of oils which has increased substantially

since the first edition, particularly of soybean oil

and of palm oil and its fractions. Contamination of

edible products by previous cargoes or by sea

water has been a serious concern, as have

proper procedures in heating and handling of

oils. Both the Codex Alimentarius committee on

oils and fats and the two trade bodies (FOSFA

and NIOP) responsible for shipping contracts

have provided guidelines and rules after lengthy

discussions with the parties involved. Lists of

forbidden and acceptable previous cargoes

have been worked out.

Book Review
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P van Dosselaire reviews the processes involved in extracting

seed oils, with full descriptions for soybean and rapeseed and the

variations required for other oils. Current interest in healthy and

‘natural’ foods has resulted in increased production of cold

pressed ‘virgin’ oils with no chemicals or solvents involved,

Production of olive and palm oils from the fruit flesh is also

described. A separate chapter by TG Kemper is devoted to

solvent extraction. Recent emphasis has been on efficient solvent

and heat recovery.

A number of new developments in refining are discussed by W

de Greyt. ‘Nanoneutralisation’ uses a high pressure feed pump

and a reactor providing a high sheer force. Caustic soda and

phosphoric acid usage is reduced and oil yield is increased by

0.2% or more.

Chilled condenser water at the deodoriser results in a better

vacuum. More advanced designs giving even lower condenser

temperatures use solid CO2 (dry ice) and reduce steam

requirements. 

A double scrubbing system at the deodoriser enables valuable

components of the distillate such as tocopherols and sterols to

be recovered at high concentration. De Greyt speculates that, in

future, short path distillation and supercritical extraction may be

used.

Oil modification processes are reviewed by M Kellens and G

Calliauw. Reductions in trans fats formation during

hydrogenation are being sought by changes in catalyst and

operating conditions. Fractionation of palm oil is carried out on

a very large scale. Improvements in the process are driven by the

market’s demand for lower and lower cloud point of the olein. 

Up-to-date references

Recent years have seen increasing large scale use of enzymes

in oil processing, facilitated by the development of a microbial

phospholipase, and of a cheap immobilisation system. D

Cowan describes applications in degumming, resynthesis of

triglycerides in high free fatty acid oils, interesterification and

the production of speciality fats. The advantages are lower

energy consumption, lower CO2 production and less

atmospheric pollution.

A Bot and E Fl’o’ter discuss edible applications in terms of the

physical characteristics desired in the triglycerides. The solids

content needed for each application differs, and the market’s

aversion to hydrogenation means that straight blends or

interesterified blends using palm oil often provide the practical

solution. Enzymic interesterification is increasingly preferred. The

scraped surface heat exchanger process has to be adapted to

the particular crystallisation of palm oil products. 

Quality and food safety issues are dealt with by M Verhoeff and

G van Duijn. Routine analyses are briefly reviewed, followed by

the various supply chain contaminants. The effectiveness of the

refining process in removing contaminants must be checked and

every unit in the production system must carry out a HACCP

analysis.

The final chapter by van Duijn and van Dekker is an extended

discussion of processing design, from tank and pipelines to

refining and modification processes. Design estimates for utilities

consumption and effluents are given. The chapter concludes with

an important section on the safety hazards throughout and how

to design for safety.

The book gives excellent descriptions of standard processes, but

its special merit lies in the emphasis of the many recent and

indeed current developments in process technology. References

are up-to-date, some as recent as late 2013, but it is not

appropriate to cite these in a book review.

The publication should be on the book shelf of every refinery

and be required reading for new technical entrants to the

industry.

Review by Kurt Berger

Food Technology Consultant, UK
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Branding

If you’ve not read it yet, I’d strongly recommend Malcolm Gladwell’s

superb book The Tipping Point (sub-title: ‘How little things can make

a big difference’). It contains many interesting perspectives on how

trends happen in general. Many of these perspectives are useful in

helping to build an effective branding strategy.

It is a book about change in the general sense, and particularly

about how large groups in society move from one general belief

or behaviour to another. It talks about how attitudes change, and

how that change can be thought of as an ‘epidemic’.

To a small degree, Gladwell does talk about branding directly,

such as successful advertising campaigns – like the Winston filter

tip cigarette and factors that made that work. But, for the most

part, the book is about mindset change – a topic highly relevant

to the world of oils and fats.

One of Gladwell’s points is on the importance of the messenger

versus the importance of the message. A message, no matter

how factually correct or logically structured, might not make any

change at all if the messenger isn’t the right one. A great example

is given on the spread of the anti-British revolt in what is now

the United States of America.

Almost every American has learnt the story of how Paul Revere,

in April 1775, sent out the message “The British are coming!” The

message not only gave the folks in the surrounding areas time to

prepare for an impending attack, but was also a pivotal part of

the bigger movement of taking a position against the British

colonial government. And thus history was made.

What isn’t talked about as much is the fact that Revere was not

alone in spreading his message. The news or, if you prefer, military

intelligence – that the British Royal Navy ships HMS Boyne and

HMS Somerset were preparing to attack – came from a young

boy who met with two people: Revere and Joseph Warren. They

decided that time was of the essence and that as many people

as possible should be warned. So the two men mounted their

horses and rode off – Revere in one direction and Warren in the

other. 

However, the message that “The British are coming” only really

spread (or, in today’s social media jargon, ‘went viral’) with one

of these men – Revere. Poor Warren didn’t manage to do such

a good job of spreading the message and, consequently, his name

is all but forgotten in history. 

On the face of it, this really makes no sense at all. The technology

of communication was very basic back then, but was available to

both men, Also, they:

(a) were equally committed to the cause;

(b) had the same information; and 

(c) operated in the same ‘market place’ (i.e. a Brit colony with 

anti-Brit sentiments). 
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However, there was one massive difference. Revere had

credibility with his audience. Everyone he talked to when

spreading the message either knew him personally or had a

reasonable degree of connection with him. He was well

connected, having been active in clubs, societies and businesses

for many years. He was liked and had a positive personal history

with many people. Consequently he had that magic word in

spreading a message: credibility. Because of this, his message had

enough power to pass quickly along lines of communication via

word-of-mouth. In short: when he said something, it got people’s

attention.

Warren, by stark contrast, wasn’t so well

connected. He simply knocked on people’s

doors and hoped for the best (or to use a

modern sales term: he was ‘cold-calling’).

He didn’t know most of the people he

contacted. As they didn’t have any

history with him, they didn’t feel

much of a connection with him

either. Warren’s audience

didn’t feel any motivation

to take any kind of action

as a result of what he said

to them.

Now, over two centuries later, the basics

are still the same. Whether you are in business

and selling a product, or in an organisation

selling an idea or an image, two of your biggest

options are to have a cold-call campaign or a

word-of-mouth referral campaign. The word-

of-mouth campaign is effective mainly because

of the messengers, not the factual accuracy or

even the logic of the message. The critical factor is frequently

about the number of messengers and their credibility.

Who you are vs what you say

One of the great thinkers in early American history was Ralph

Waldo Emerson, who came up with the line: “What you are is

shouting at me so loud, that I can’t hear a word you are saying.”

It’s a great one-liner that works well in many ways, but I’ll talk

about it in terms of the all-too-common area of reputation.

Reputation is so important that it frequently overshadows many

other things to which people generally give much more

attention. 

I saw a good example of this at a lunchtime talk in Kuala Lumpur

by a prominent Southeast Asian businessman. In terms of the

talk, it was technically terrible: he hesitated a lot, many of his

words were “um” and “er”, there was almost no structure to his

message as he was losing his way now and again. 

Yet everyone was hanging on to his every word. This was

because he had built a phenomenally successful company, made

many millions and, to say the least, his reputation was very solid.

To paraphrase Emerson: ‘What he was, was shouting so loud,

that it didn’t much matter what he said.’ 

On a parallel theme, in a totally different area, a

music commentator said at the height of The

Beatles’ popularity: “If The Beatles just

made a recording of them coughing,

it’d probably sell millions.”

Given that reputation is so

important, the next question

is: what exactly do we do?

There are two big

problems which generally

impede organisations:

ignorance and defensiveness.

Ignorance can be a tricky one

to handle. Many organisations

struggle to get an accurate idea as to what the market

thinks of them, and an even bigger number does not

even bother to try. 

After that comes the second problem: defensiveness.

Human beings generally have a default reaction to feel

discomfort when criticised; so much so that we often avoid

criticism to begin with. And when we do get it, we tend to argue

with it. This also happens with organisations.  

Paradoxically, the phenomenon of ‘the messenger is often more

important that the message’ is also the key to knowing what

criticism or feedback to take. After all, the people giving the

criticism might well have their own agenda, along with the

associated motivation to bend the truth. You will need to pick

reliable critics or at least ones with a bit of a distance from you.

That’s why so many companies, quite rightly, employ PR

agencies that can work independently with polling or focus

groups.
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Branding

The following key themes seem to pop up frequently:

1. Consistency

A big part of branding, which is the same as a big part of

reputation-building in general, is about keeping things the same.

Coca-Cola doesn’t change its logo or even the central theme

of its bottle shape; and McDonalds keeps the same key

products of a ‘Big Mac’ and a ‘Happy Meal’. When changes

come, they are in the delivery of the product or idea, with

marketing themes or promotion packages.

2. Commitment to ‘DWYSYWD’

It is an acronym for : ‘Do What You Say You Will Do’. Many

studies have now been done in the areas of power and

influence – two authors who I've found particularly good on

the subject of influence and credibility are Kouzes and Posner.

In their book, conveniently called

'Credibility', they dig into the

topic of DWYSYWD very well. 

Their point is one that most

managers and sales people all too

often miss (including in the world

of oils and fats), namely that what

you say and how you say it, and

the data you show to support

your case, will often be totally overshadowed by who you

are as a messenger.

If you lack credibility, then the response from the public will

be: 'Ah well, they would say that, wouldn't they' or 'I wouldn't

trust their data in a million years' and consequently the race

is over before it's begun (and you've lost!).

A repeating result that often shows up from these studies is

that people who generally have more power and influence

have acquired these because they have more credibility. How is

it they have more credibility? They do what they say they will do.

After a period of time with consistent credibility-building,

people tend to let laziness kick in and stop questioning

altogether. When it comes to DWYSYWD, the more obsessive

you are, the better the outcome. After all, it only takes one

slip to gain a terrible reputation.

3. Admit errors

American president John F Kennedy made a little bit of 

leadership history after the US-backed attempted invasion of

The Bay of Pigs in Cuba failed disastrously in 1961. He simply

admitted that the US had messed up, and that he was 

responsible and that he was sorry. 

Many managers I’ve come across personally believe that the

opposite is true – that it’s best to have a rule of never admitting

a mistake. Yet there is so little to support this, whereas the

mea culpa admission often builds credibility. There are many

occasions in politics which contrast starkly with Bill Clinton’s

face-to-camera famous line: “I did not have sexual relations

with that woman.” 

The same goes for large companies. A good example was the

scare when Perrier bottled water was contaminated with

benzene in the 1990s. Perrier’s reaction to admit the mistake,

and to withdraw suspect bottles

very publicly, had a positive effect

on its reputation. Why should this

be? My personal theory is that

even the best of us makes

mistakes, and this realisation is at

the back of our minds all the time.

Consequently, admitting mistakes

makes one come across as both

honest and tough.

4. Set image-management as a clear goal

I am tempted to say that it is an inescapable fact of modern

business life that you need to invest both time and money in

PR and reputation management, but the fact is that none of

this is new. 

Hitler and Goebbels were masters of the art of reputation

management (or propaganda as we would now call it) in the

1930s. And the more I dig into history books on Genghis Khan,

almost 1,000 years previously, the more I’ve come across

information as to the great lengths he employed to manage the

image of ‘Mongol terrors’. In fact, enemies simply surrendered

when he appeared!

Like so many things in branding, reputation management

requires a commitment to invest. Not doing so is expensive.

Dr Ian L Halsall

Researcher & Author
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Food Technology

After two years in the general analytical laboratory at J Lyons

and Co in London, I was moved to join the small group dealing

with oils and fats. We saw samples of all the fats used in the

business.

Analysis was directly related to their chemical structure such as

chain length and unsaturation of the component fatty acids.

Unsaturated acids are vulnerable to oxidation, leading to the

development of unpleasant rancid flavours. 

A widely used standard test procedure measures the peroxide value,

the amount of oxygen that has combined. It is a time consuming test

which gives a snap shot of the condition of the sample. 

However, my predecessor in the group had invented an

ingenious method to measure the time before oxygen attack

took place, making it possible to predict the storage life of the

fat. This was particularly useful at a time of supply shortages as

persisted until 1953. It was possible to sort out supplies that

needed to be used quickly in products with short shelf life.

Knowing this, the Ministry of Food sometimes allocated extra

supplies of variable quality to us.

The method consisted of placing a flask containing the sample in

a boiling water bath, filling the flask with oxygen and connecting

it with a flexible tube to a U-tube containing mercury. A float

sitting on the open side of the tube would move when the

pressure in the flask had dropped, indicating that oxygen had

begun to react. The float was in turn connected by a lever to a

recording chart. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the apparatus.

The water bath and recording system was designed to test four

samples at a time. The apparatus was built in the laboratory

work shop. In order to ensure good reaction, the flasks needed

to be stirred. This was achieved by mounting the boiling water

bath fitted with a condenser on rails and driving it back and forth
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Food Technology

over about six inches with an electric motor and crank shaft. It

was crude but effective (Figure 2). 

Figure 3 shows examples of the curves produced. The length of

time before oxygen absorption occurs is the induction period. I

was put in charge of this fearsome ‘Puffing Billy’. It had the

advantage that a set of tests could be put on at the end of the

day and the results were available the next morning. The test

could also be applied direct to fat containing foods such as

potato crisps. Once calibrated by actual storage tests, it was

invaluable for checking the shelf life of retail products.

Table 1 shows the results of a series of storage tests on potato

crisps. The crisps had a fat content of 25% and 3% moisture.

Clearly, poor results on the oil being used and the freshly made

crisps predict the early development of rancid flavours. 

Sugar concentration test

I had settled quite happily into this small friendly team with

interesting work, when suddenly a staff emergency arose in

another department. The company had a factory for making jam

for use in Swiss rolls, sponge sandwich cakes and in its 300 tea

shops. The technical control of the whole process depended on

a small laboratory, so that a vacancy here had to be filled

immediately.

It was a very different world which proved to be a wonderful

learning experience for me. The factory was situated at the side

of the River Thames, next door to a sugar refinery which

received crude molasses from barges loaded from ships and the
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Port of London downstream. Refined sugar, the main ingredient

of jam, could be pumped as a strong syrup by pipeline direct to

our ingredient tanks, situated on the fifth floor of the building. 

As we all know, jam is made by boiling fruit, water and sugar

together until the sugar concentration is sufficient to prevent

mould or yeast growth. Provided there is sufficient natural pectin

and fruit acid, the jam will set to a weak gel. The required sugar

concentration is in the narrow range of 68-70%. Mould can grow

at about 65-66%, while above 71% sugar is liable to crystal out,

giving an undesirable gritty texture. 

With experience, the housewife can get close to the ideal sugar

concentration by watching how the mixture boils and by testing

for a gel set with a drop on a cold plate. But the judgment is not

always right. In the factory, a more certain method is used. 

Fortunately sugar concentration is very easy to measure by the

refractive index of the solution. The sugar was bought from next

door as 65% syrup. This was checked on a sample before

delivery and the result was agreed within 0.1% with the chemist

in the refinery. Standard quantities of sugar syrup and fruit pulp

were used in the jam, but the quantity of pectin was adjusted as

required. It was determined by a test boiling in a miniature steam

kettle in the laboratory. 

In the factory the ingredients are weighed in a large steam kettle,

and boiling is carried out to the temperature of a solution of

69% sugar. This temperature has to be adjusted according to the

barometric pressure and we had an accurate mercury

barometer for this purpose. The appropriate correction was

obtained from standard tables and an instruction was issued to

the factory giving the boiling temperature for the day. 

About 200 pounds of ingredients were boiled at a time and a

sample of each finished boiling of jam was brought in for a check

of the sugar content. One of the operatives thought life would

be easier if he brought us the same, correct sample every time.

We soon became suspicious and he had his knuckles rapped. 

Rarely an adjustment had to be made. The result of each batch

was noted. At the end of the day, 50 or more batches had been

made. The average sugar content was calculated. Knowing the

sugar content of the syrup and the pectin solution, it was

possible to calculate the theoretical yield and check this with the

actual result. Any significant difference led to an inquest. Were

the ingredient scales or those at the filling stations at fault, or had

there been a spillage?

Ups and downs

A very satisfying aspect of the job was that it involved close team

work with factory operatives and laboratory staff being

interdependent. It was very different from laboratory research

which may often be rather lonely. 

Occasionally the smooth routine was disturbed. One morning, I

arrived at the factory to find that a fresh delivery of sugar syrup

had been directed to the wrong tank, and was flowing down the

stairs from the fifth floor. Production was somewhat delayed that

day! 

Another problem was entirely of our own making in the

laboratory. Towards the end of the war some dried fruit in a

store had become damaged by glass from broken windows. It

was sent to the factory to boil up with water and so recover the

sugar as a usable solution. Some of this fruit had been left in the

cupboard in the lab, and my colleague Bill thought we could use

it to make a liqueur. He had relevant pre-war experience. 

We extracted the fruit with boiling water and fermented it. We

then proceeded to distil it using a still normally used to test for

residual sulphur dioxide in the jam. Unfortunately, while this was

going on, the local customs and excise man chose to do his

routine check on possible illegal use of laboratory stills!

We thought we were in real trouble because the room was thick

with a fruity alcoholic odour, but the inspector was only

interested in a large fixed still which we had to make our distilled

water supply. He thankfully failed to recognise what was going on. 

The factory site had a cold store, used near Christmas for

storing turkeys and also a production line for cleaning vegetables,

staffed by local housewives often working part time. This

operation was inspected regularly by a member of staff of the

central laboratory food hygiene section. 

By way of conversation, the technician asked one of the workers

“Don’t you get bored doing carrots all day?”, and was told “Oh
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no, miss, sometimes we does onions”. In fact the production line

was always cheerful, gossiping about the film they’d seen, their

boyfriend or other spare-time activities. 

On one occasion, the security man checking staff leaving at the

end of their shift thought one of these ladies was walking very

strangely. It turned out that she had a frozen turkey slung under

her skirt between her legs! She was relieved of her burden and

her job.

After I had been in the jam factory for about a year, my colleague

Bill was suddenly replaced by Mr Brown, an older man. The

reason for this change only filtered through gradually by informal

gossip.

Brown had been working in another factory where he was

involved in blending the flavours used in our products.

Sometimes this involved the use of pure alcohol as a solvent. For

this purpose it was available to us free of duty, but stocks had to

be tightly controlled and were monitored. Discrepancies

between stocks and usage were found to be due to Brown’s

drinking habits. He was rapidly moved to a position where this

temptation was absent. 

We did not know this until much later, but I found that he did

nothing much and was often bad tempered in the mornings.

Sometimes he would swear for no good reason at our two

technicians, girls who got quite upset. He always went out for

lunch, and came back rather late but in a pleasant frame of mind.

He had evidently had a liquid lunch but at his own expense. 

Fortunately after about three months, I was asked to return to

the oils and fats section and soon settled back into the unit. I

learnt that Brown did not last that much longer in his job. 

Some of the work in the general analytical section involved the

use of solvents. They were quite expensive and sometimes in

short supply. It was worthwhile to recover them by distillation. The

residue from analyses was therefore stored in 1-gallon cans in a

small room where they would be processed from time to time. 

One of the chemists was using this room to distil a small

quantity of ether and somehow it caught alight. The fire got out

of hand and set light to the residues awaiting treatment. Quite

quickly flames started licking up the side of the building and it

became quite a big incident. 

The laboratory had no fire alarm, but people were warned by

word of mouth and made their way out of the building. Many

used the fire escape down the side. For security this had a door

at the bottom which was locked. Quite a crowd gathered in the

small space before the key was found. Fortunately no one was

hurt, but of course there was a lot of damage. 

Five fire engines had turned up and quickly got the fire under

control. At this moment, the director of the laboratory

descended the stairs from his fourth-floor office. As he reached

the ground floor wreathed in smoke he was heard to say “What

on earth is going on?”. No one had thought to alert him in his

office! Needless to say, a proper alarm system and staff

evacuation procedures were instituted in double quick time

after this. 

Before the war, the laboratory staff had made plans for the

company to blend and texturise its own shortenings for bakery

use. Shortenings are blends of liquids and more solid fats which

are texturised to give a smooth semi-solid fat that can be used

for pastry or cakes. 

Proprietary fats for these uses were readily available but the staff

were confident that, together with their colleagues in the test

bakery, they could do as well at a lower price and possibly devise

specific fats suited to particular product lines. 

The war put these plans on hold and all ingredients were

rationed and allocated by the Ministry of Food, so there was no

freedom of choice. This situation persisted during a period of

shortages until in 1953, supplies became available again and the

plan for shortenings could be implemented. 

It was my good fortune to be involved in this from the beginning

and it led to my becoming acquainted with palm oil.

KG Berger

Food Technology Consultant, UK

Part 1 of this article was published in GOFB magazine issue 4, 2013
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The long-awaited day of the Big Cock-fight eventually arrived. It was

held a few miles up the river, in an area of tall primary jungle. Ibrahim

tied up our prow on the river-bank and in single file we followed a

well-trodden path running a few hundred yards into the jungle.

Kong Miew strode along importantly in front, the Pink Djinn in his

arms, hidden under a towel. James Lloreno had asked to come with

us. An area about half the size of a football field had been cleared

of undergrowth. Only the huge trunks of the giant trees remained,

towering up into the forest canopy like the pillars of a cathedral.

It was Chinese New Year and a gala day in the Labuk. The noisy,

colourful, multiracial crowd had already been enjoying themselves

for some hours. Temporary huts had been erected around the

periphery of the clearing.

In some of them, Indonesian ladies were selling coffee and sticky

cakes. In others, some of the Chinese from Klagan tended

gambling tables where patrons could enjoy a modest flutter at

Fan Tan or Lut Chi between cock-fights. It was rather like a

miniature Derby Day on Epsom Downs. 

I was told that today, the cock-fight was being organised by the Ibans and therefore, as was customary, it

would follow the rules of the hosts. Changai, the leader of the Ibans greeted us courteously. 

We were shown to a corner in the buttress of a huge seraya tree, where Kong Miew and Ibrahim started

to busy themselves secretively, preparing the Pink Djinn for his forthcoming battle. We could see other small

groups scattered around the edge of the clearing, similarly occupied.

“You are familiar with our rules?” I heard Changai ask of Kong Miew. “When it is your turn you will bring your

bird into the ring to allow the crowd to inspect him. Bets will then be placed by the spectators. As the hosts,

we will then decide which of our birds will accept the challenge depending on the amount of the bets. Fights

are to the death unless a cock runs away.” 
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As he was leaving, Changai turned and added, with a

meaning look at Ibrahim: “You know of course that our

Iban custom is that the handler is required to suck on

the spur before the fight starts, just to prove that no

poison has been used.” No sooner had Changai

disappeared than Kong Miew was frantically cleaning the

tip of the spur which he and Ibrahim had so carefully

doctored.

There was a gasp from the spectators when Kong Miew

whipped the concealing towel off the Pink Djinn and held

him up for inspection. This was unlike any cock they had

ever seen in the Labuk. However the whisper had gone

around that the cock was something very special. 

Five and ten dollar bills fluttered into the ring like confetti.

They fell apparently haphazardly. The position of each note

was however watched with an eagle eye by its owner.

Each note had a small distinguishing mark. If someone

inadvertently tried to pick up a bet that did not belong to

him, there was a good chance of his leaving a finger or two

behind him in the ring. Mistakes over bets were very, very

rare in the Labuk.

The stalls were deserted as everyone flocked to the ring.

It was clear, from the stir of interest, that this was the big

fight of the afternoon. The Ibans obviously took the

challenger seriously in spite of his unusual appearance.

They brought into the ring their champion cock, a lean,

black, battle-scarred veteran with a long stiletto dagger

taped to his left heel.

Strange adversary

Kong Miew and the opposing Dyak handler squatted

down in the ring holding their respective birds about a

foot apart until they were in a fury to attack. At a nod

from Changai, the cocks were released and the handlers

stepped back. 

The Iban cock leapt straight into the attack. He sprang

high into the air with a massive fluttering of feathers and

struck swiftly. The Djinn darted under him, close to the

ground and swung round to face him from the other side

of the ring. The black cock twisted acrobatically in mid-

flight to land facing his opponent. Almost instantaneously

he sprang again, wings beating and spur flashing. The Djinn

side-stepped easily and the black cock sailed over him

harmlessly once again. 

The Djinn waited menacingly in a low crouch. His black

beady eyes fixed unwinkingly on the Iban bird ... His neck

was only an inch or two off the ground. His head swayed

to and fro like a cobra. Two or three times more the black

cock leapt into the air. Each time the Djinn eluded him

easily. The crowd applauded. Kong Miew was ecstatic. 

The black cock was obviously puzzled. Nothing in his

training had taught him to deal with an adversary who

stayed low on the ground. The Iban bird sprang to the

attack, again and again, but each time the Djinn evaded him

contemptuously. The black cock by now was tiring. The

Djinn however had not yet even attempted a blow. His

neck sank lower and lower, weaving to and fro hypnotically.

There was something evil and reptilian about him.

The black veteran wavered; the crowd held its breath; but

then he rallied, shook his feathers and leapt once more

into the fray. The Djinn darted under him swiftly, made a

threatening feint with his spur which would have

disembowelled the black cock if he had gone through with

it, but he did not commit himself, and the black cock was

unwounded. It now almost looked as if the Djinn was

toying with his enemy, like a cat with a mouse. “Macham

ular,” (like a snake) muttered the spectators.

The Djinn without striking a blow had now stamped his

authority on the fight. Kong Miew's stock as a trainer of
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fighting cocks was going up dramatically. Was he, with this

one battle, going to change the whole style of cock-

fighting in the Labuk? 

But the Djinn decided to put a merciful end to the fight.

The next time the tiring veteran sprang at him, the Djinn

instead of darting under him and waiting on the other side

of the ring, spun round under his adversary with a speed

faster than the eye could follow. 

As the black cock touched the ground and before he

could turn around, the Djinn was poised behind and

above him, drawn up to his full height. Everyone fell silent.

They had expected the Djinn to strike from underneath

as the Iban bird sailed overhead. Instead with instinctive

fighting skill, the Djinn had exploited his better stamina

and his height advantage to attack from above.

All over?

The black veteran froze waiting for the coup de grace. It

was all over. The Djinn was like a toreador measuring the

bull along the length of his sword before the kill. The

crowd was silent, spellbound. Then something completely

unexpected happened. Very slowly the Pink Djinn's eyelids

drooped. He swayed once, twice, then slowly he rolled

over on to his back, gave a convulsive shudder and lay

quite still. 

This was high drama. The Djinn was stone dead. The

crowd remained stock-still and puzzled. The black cock

staggered to his feet and stood with his head on one side

– obviously wondering why he was still alive.

Changai nodded to Kong Miew who stepped forward and

picked up the dead challenger. We examined it. The Djinn

was unmarked, except for a small deep incision in the

crown of his head where the Iban cock's rapier spur had

penetrated his brain on the very last pass.

The crowd remained silent as Kong Miew carried the bird

with measured tread back to the canoe. The Ibans

gathered up their harvest of bank notes from the ring, and

the crowd dispersed to the gambling tables again, to await

the next bout.

Such a fight had never been seen in the Labuk before and

probably never would be again. Long afterwards the fight

was talked about amongst the cock-fighting aficionados in

the Labuk, when arguments on the respective merits of

different fighting styles were under way.

In the canoe on the way back, Ibrahim and Kong Miew

busied themselves mysteriously over the corpse of the

Pink Djinn. The happiest man was James, who sat counting

a pile of bank-notes. "That Pink Djinn very fine bird boss.

He win me $50. I bet on the black cock! Tell Kong Miew

I’m gonna buy a set of drums with my winnings. I used to

play the drums in a jazz band in New Orleans!” 

Kong Miew did not rise to the bait. He smiled indulgently

and stroked the hair on his chin. He was looking at a small

white spherical object which Ibrahim held in his hand

along with a phial of reddish liquid.

“Tell him he can make it into a Brunei Chicken Stew for

dinner tonight,” Kong Miew replied.

Datuk Leslie Davidson

Author, East of Kinabalu

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

Part 1 was published in the previous issue. This is an edited chapter from the

book published in 2007. The book can be purchased from the Incorporated

Society of Planters; email: isphq@tm.net.my
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